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Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Feb 10 2021 11:01 AM

Welcome to the NTMP Meeting #1 Discussion for Geddes Drive! We’re glad you’re here. Now that you’ve reviewed the 
meeting letter and video, it’s your chance to tell us more about the concerns along your street. What are your traffic concerns 
along Geddes Dr? Where are pedestrians crossing? Which of the traffic toolbox items do you like or dislike for your street? 
Do you have any questions about the NTMP process? We look forward to hearing from you. 

rich hruda Mar 04 2021 02:26 PM Leave Geddes as is.
Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:15 AM Hi Rich - Thank you for your comment.

Owen Lystrup Mar 04 2021 02:28 PM

I support traffic efforts on E Geddes Drive. I would also urge officials to look at doing the same at the entrance of the 
neighborhood at E Geddes Ave. 

I live right at the entrance of the neighborhood on this street. We often have to put out caution signs of our own because 
neighbors, delivery trucks, and service vehicles traveling in and out through this entrance to Colorado Ave, speed at great 
percentages despite the street being short. 

Cars tend to take the stop sign at E Geddes Ave, and accelerate past my home at 3892 up to 30 or even 40mph before 
reaching the stop sign at the end of the street. A speed bump in the middle of this span would be a great help to keeping 
people safe. It is a well traveled stretch of the neighborhood, with many pedestrian kids and dog walkers passing through. 

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:17 AM We appreciate your perspective Owen.  It's good to know where speeding occurs so that we may consider this in our plans 
moving forward.

Thomas Bresadola Mar 04 2021 03:14 PM
We have no concerns. East Geddes Drive functions perfectly as is. There are no problems. Please don't manufacture issues 
when none exist. This is not downtown Denver. We do not need speed bumps, flashing lights, medians, speed traps or 
burlesque theaters. It's a quiet residential street. Leave it alone.

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:20 AM
Thomas, thank you for your comments.  As a reminder, any improvements will be voted on at the end of this process by all of 
the affected residents.  We'll follow the NTMP process and if the majority of the residents do not want improvements, the 
street will remain as is.  

DK P Mar 04 2021 03:24 PM Leave as is. This not a high enough traffic area 

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:26 AM

DK, thank you for you thoughts.  Today is the end of "Meeting 1", where we collect all opinions from neighbors regarding their 
knowledge and concerns for the street.  We'll move forward with "Meeting 2" where we lay out a plan, and then receive 
additional comments.  After that, the final ballots will be sent to all affected residents who will have a chance to vote on the 
planned improvements.  Two-Thirds of the residents who respond to the final ballot will need to vote YES for this plan to 
move forward.  If most affected residents agree that no improvements are necessary, Geddes Dr will remain as is.  Hope this 
helps!

Brad Stephens Mar 04 2021 04:23 PM
Modifications to the Knolls neighborhood.     Do not change or add anything to the streets.  Your objective maybe to slow 
down traffic, but the reality is the kids that ride bikes in a quit neighborhood will be dodging  obstacles. Bad idea, that won't 
work.

Brad Stephens Mar 04 2021 04:32 PM Snow removal will be next to impossible. It will have to go next to the curb of the people that seek this change.

Brad Stephens Mar 04 2021 04:30 PM

Modifications to the Knolls neighborhood.  It's a concern or it wouldn't be a topic. 
Making modifications is a bad idea.  Putting signage at the hill where the speed goes up makes sense. Putting obstacles in 
the street where kids ride their bikes will create hazards.  It will also be impossible to plow the snow. Thanks, Brad 
Stephens

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:31 AM

Thanks for your comments Brad.  As a reminder, as we move through this process and get to the end where the City sends 
out final ballots to affected residents, the City must receive back a minimum 50 percent of the ballots from affected residents 
(one vote per household) and of the 50 percent, two-thirds of the ballot responses must show support (a “YES” vote) for the 
plan.  If that doesn't happen, no improvements will occur.  All improvements that will be considered for Geddes Dr will not 
affect the snow plows.  Regarding snow removal, the City has designed speed humps and other devices so that our snow 
plows will be able to continue to plow, even with snow plows.



Erin Burke Mar 04 2021 04:57 PM

1. I do not have any concerns about safety or speeding on E Geddes Dr. 
2. I don't think any are necessary. If one is required, I would prefer the curb extension or the ESS. The speed hump would 
hinder emergency vehicles, low-clearance cars, and bicycles. 
3. Please consider sidewalk widening as a way to improve pedestrian safety.  Within this neighborhood and all of the 
surrounding streets, I'm astonished by how large the road is and how narrow the sidewalk is (or sometimes doesn't exist). 

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:39 AM

Good points Erin!  It's good to know that your perception is that no safety or speeding issues exist here.  Please know that no 
improvements will be "required" unless the neighborhood votes in favor of improvements.  The NTMP program is in place to 
serve the residents and the final ballot for Geddes Drive will be based on input from the residents.  If most affected residents 
do not want traffic calming improvements on Geddes Drive, none will be placed.  As far as your request for sidewalk 
widening, the NTMP program unfortunately does not have this tool available at this time.  Thanks for taking the time to 
respond.

Louise Crosby Mar 04 2021 05:20 PM

E. Geddes Dr. is a major artery in the Knolls neighborhood and the entire neighborhood uses it for access to the major 
common amenities (clubhouse, pool, tennis & pickleball courts, playground).  Approx. 3/5 of neighborhood homes are to the 
south and east of E. Geddes Dr., and neighbors travel roads feeding onto E. Geddes Ave. to access the east end of E. 
Geddes Dr. The remaining 2/5 of neighborhood homes travel E. Fremont Dr. to access the north end of E. Geddes Dr. 

Neither of the existing crosswalks provide access to the clubhouse and other common areas for the majority of residents in 
the neighborhood - those who live to the east and south of  E. Geddes Dr.  There should be a crosswalk from near the 
entrance to S. Madison Cir. to the island connecting to a new sidewalk crossing the island.  That new sidewalk should 
connect on the west to a crosswalk across E. Geddes Dr.  This would provide access to the parking lot at the clubhouse.  

The only section of E. Geddes Dr. that is wider than necessary for allow for parking on both sides of the street and safe travel 
of autos, cycles and pedestrians is the area around the island.  Potentially, it could be enlarged.

My opinion of the other potential solutions mentioned:  I dislike speed humps (having to slow down to 10 mph encourages 
speeding before and after the hump and I'm concerned about the impact on cyclists).  I'm concerned about the impact of 
flashing lights on the homes along E. Geddes Dr. though I do think they would be effective if they only flash when pedestrians 
are present.  Personally I find electronic speed-radar signs to be effective but again am concerned about the impact on the 
adjacent homes and am not too sure how effective they are with chronic speeders, esp. teens.  

We have problems with speeding vehicles on numerous other streets in the Knolls: 1. north bound vehicles on S. Jackson 
Street from Dry Creek Rd. area blasting up the curving hill (very limited visibility); 2.  E. Geddes Ave. north bound from the 3 
way intersection with S. Jackson St., again with a sharp curve on a hill;  3. E. Easter Dr. entrance off Colorado Blvd. - a very 
serious accident occurred here some years ago.  I'd like to see the speed limit for the entire neighborhood set at 25 mph and 
periodic VISIBLE enforcement presence.  That would require replacing the 30 mph signs at the 2 entrances from Colorado 
Blvd. and the addition of a 25 mph sign at the neighborhood entrance off E. Easter Ave.

Regarding the NTMP process:  I think any changes to traffic within the Knolls should be addressed to the entire 
neighborhood, especially when they impact access to all of the neighborhood amenities.

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:54 AM

Hi Louise, thank you for your input.  Sounds like you have a lot of history here.  You've provided us great information on the 
crosswalks and parking in the area.  Thanks for that.  As for the effects of speed humps and electronic signs, you are right on.  
It's a balance between the positive and negative aspects of these traffic calming measures.  Regarding the NTMP program in 
general, when applications are considered, the limits of those applications are set by both the applicant and the City.  This 
particular project has been determined to be E Geddes Drive between E Freemont Dr to E Geddes Ave, so that's where our 
focus will be.  Please feel free to submit additional applications to the City for other areas within The Knolls neighborhood.   I 
did receive your phone call and left you a voicemail this morning.  I'm happy to discuss more if needed. Thank you for 
sharing.



Jeff Keating Mar 04 2021 05:56 PM I agree with other neighbors that if we consider E Geddes Drive we need to consider other high speed areas. As noted from 
other neighbors E Geddes AVE is also a major issue as far speeding goes.

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 08:57 AM Thanks Jeff.  Each specific NTMP project is decided based on applications received by the City.  You are welcome to submit 
an application for E Geddes Ave and it will certainly be evaluated for the program.  

Susan Krems Mar 04 2021 09:19 PM

I witnessed an accident in front of 3367 E. Geddes Dr. caused by a speeding car.  As a driver parked in front of 3367 opened 
his door, a speeding car hit the door.  The driver had looked back, saw no car.  The speeding car was hidden by the curve in 
the road, but traveling so fast it came abreast of the parked car as the driver’s door opened.  A speed bump would have 
prevented the accident.  (A pedestrian activated flashing light would have been ineffective.)  Traffic does need to be slowed.  
Could a speed bump be designed and placed so that it is not an obstacle to small kids on bikes, and friendly to adult 
bikers?

I am strongly opposed to a median near the E. Geddes Dr./E. Geddes Ave. intersection.  On icy days drivers can slide deep 
into this intersection when trying to stop.  (3 of 4 arms of intersection go downhill to stop signs.)  Cars could hit the median, 
causing more problems than solved.

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 09:00 AM
Susan, we appreciate your comments.  The accident you witnessed sounds terrible.  We will be considering speed humps for 
E Geddes Dr.  Your observations will be considered when we determine location.  Thank you as well for your information 
regarding the E. Geddes Dr./E. Geddes Ave. intersection.  Your comments have been recorded. Thank you for sharing.

Dan Schneider Mar 04 2021 09:49 PM

I support speed humps, curb extensions and narrowing the road.  I also support and am curious about  the installation of 
center medians given our approach to snow plowing.  

I do not support flashing warning lights or electronic speed radar signs.

Thank you.

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 09:04 AM Dan, good information.  FYI, any traffic calming improvements that we propose moving forward, including the installation of 
center medians (if chosen for this roadway) will not impact snow plowing efforts.  Thanks for your input.

James Robinson Mar 04 2021 10:13 PM Leave it alone. Speed bumps are ridiculous and dangerous for kids going down the hill on bikes, skateboards, etc.  

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 09:12 AM
Hi James.  Your comments have been recorded.  FYI, if the majority of affected residents want no traffic calming devices on 
E Geddes Drive, none will be placed.  The NTMP program is in place for the residents of Centennial neighborhoods and 
those affected, not the City, will make the final decisions.  Your comment is appreciated!

George Sullivan Mar 05 2021 07:26 AM

I am opposed to Speed Humps on E. Geddes Drive. I have a right to drive through my neighborhood at the speed limit or 
less, depending on road conditions or pedestrian traffic. 

From the Centennial NTMP Manual
Speed “Bumps”. The term speed “bump” usually refers to very aggressive, parking-lot style treatments that are designed for 
very slow traffic speeds. Speed “humps”, as approved for use in the City of Centennial, are much larger than speed “bumps”, 
and are designed to allow vehicles to travel over them comfortably at the roadway posted speed (and accordingly have less 
negative impact on fire response as a speed “bump” would).
 
I “creep” over a speed hump on East Easter almost daily. To travel over it “comfortably” at the roadway posted speed of 25 
MPH it would soon ruin my suspension. I go over it at about 5 MPH as do most people. 

It is only effective for maybe 100 yards as I slow down for it and speed up after it. The manual recommends a “system” of 
devices. Is the purpose of traffic management to ruin automobiles?

If you want to slow traffic down on the street put up 5 MPH speed limit signs and enforce it. 

Otherwise leave us alone.



Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 09:08 AM George, thank you for your comments.  Speed humps are often controversial.  We will consider your comments as we move 
forward in the process. 

John Marshall Mar 05 2021 08:06 AM

My preference would be for speed humps, I was an advocate for these when I served on the board (twice) all of the others 
models could slow traffic, but during spring and summer we also get longboarders/skateborders that like to start at the top of 
E. Geddes drive (cul-de-sac) and go all the way to the bottom of the neighborhood, very dangerous for drivers and the 
skaters.
And during summer months when so many children are walking to the pool, it would slow the traffic way down

Lindy Howard Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 05 2021 09:14 AM We appreciate your comments John.  Speed humps will be considered in our traffic calming plan as we move forward 
through the NTMP process for Geddes Drive.  Speed humps have been proven to be effective in slowing traffic. 

Sheila Edwards Mar 06 2021 06:08 PM Thank you John. That is a very well thought out response. Ditto

Marta West Mar 05 2021 10:33 AM I do not have concerns about excess speed on Geddes.  Speed humps are not needed.  I would support improvements to the 
cross walks.  I agree that a median at the intersection will cause more problems than it prevents.

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 01:44 PM Thanks for your feedback Marta! Crosswalk improvements can be included as part of the NTMP traffic calming plan.

Carie Pearce Mar 05 2021 10:40 AM

100% yes!  I have almost been hit by cars more times than I can count.  I was almost hit 2 times THIS WEEK while backing 
out of my driveway. Bottom line is I was already backing out into the street from my driveway before the other cars were even 
in view. They were speeding so fast that they almost hit me. We can not let our 3 kids play outside because of the number of 
incidences with cars (we live at the very bottom of the hill, 2 doors down from the clubhouse so prime location for cars 
speeding downhill AND around the bend). I almost was t-boned by a teenager speeding and then passing me on my left as I 
made a left hand turn into our driveway. 

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 01:48 PM Thank you for the comments Carie! Your feedback has been noted and will be used as we continue with the NTMP process.

Steve Pearce Mar 05 2021 11:03 AM

This is a major safety issue! People have no idea how fast they are coming down the hill after stopping at the stop sign 
(corner of E Geddes Dr & E Geddes Ave). And to be honest, I didn't realize how fast I was going the first couple of months we 
lived in the neighborhood. We can't let our kids play in front of our house because of the fear of speeding drivers. We've used 
our little green guy with the orange flag in front of our house and people still speed and we still get dirty looks. Safety should 
be the first concern for everyone, whether you have kids or not. This is not the only area of safety concern for our 
neighborhood when it comes to speeding cars and something needs to change before there is a really bad accident.

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 01:50 PM Thanks for your input Steve! It is common to see speeding concerns on hills where it is easier for motorists to unintentionally 
travel faster. We will be considering your comments as we move forward with this process.

Paul Prutch Mar 05 2021 11:09 AM

I live right on E. Geddes and hope my comment counts for something. The speed hump would solve a TON of the issues. 
The median will cause major issues for snow removal and during icy conditions and the electronic sign will only show drivers 
how fast they are going, not doing anything to slow them down. The speed hump will physically force drivers from 
accelerating down hill on E. Geddes.

Paul Prutch Mar 05 2021 11:19 AM

Something to consider as well for those who don't like the idea of altering Geddes with a speed hump... Centennial did a 
thorough study of car traffic and speeds which is leading to this next step. Personal feelings are one thing, and sure need to 
be respected. However facts are facts and don't ignore the work put into this already based on your personal feelings. This 
stretch of Geddes receives a ton of above speed limit traffic (check the study) and I'll  urge you to ask anyone living on 
Geddes west of the stop sign for their person experiences. Heck you can ask my 6 and 3 year old's their thoughts for they 
even notice how fast cars drive. This isn't a major face lift on The Knolls, it's our City actually trying to remedy a known safety 
issues just like they did on Easter years ago heading west. 

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 02:01 PM

Thank you for submitting your comments Paul – they will definitely be considered as we move forward with the process. 
Medians are designed to allow room for snowplows and the City has not experienced issues with plowing operations at other 
locations where medians have been installed. Electronic speed signs have been shown to lower speeds but not to the extent 
as other traffic calming devices (i.e. speed humps). As you mentioned, the City performs an initial evaluation to determine 
that minimum thresholds for speeds are met which demonstrate there is a speeding issue. Geddes met the minimum 
thresholds for speeds and qualified for the NTMP based on the data gathered.



Jason Edwards Mar 05 2021 12:03 PM

Yes, I have concerns about vehicles speeding in the area of the clubhouse. Specifically, vehicles coming down the hill toward 
the clubhouse from the east tend to gain too much speed by the time they are at the bottom of the hill and making the turn to 
the north. This is a very busy area with children and families, who generally cross the street near the triangular traffic island in 
front of the clubhouse (near the bottom of the hill). I would like to see a speed hump and/or a crosswalk sign/flashing lights to 
slow traffic at or near the bottom of the hill and near the clubhouse.   

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 02:02 PM Thanks for sharing this information Jason! We will use it as we move forward with the NTMP process.

Craig Ledford Mar 05 2021 02:37 PM Bad idea. Speed bumps only slow traffic at the bump. They then speed up to make up for having to slow down for the speed 
bump. Radar lights don’t work either. The one on east mineral is totally ignored and that is by a school.  

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 02:08 PM Thank you for your comments Craig. When working on a traffic calming plan we recommend installing a series of traffic 
calming devices which, when appropriately spaced, can help address the issue of vehicles speeding up once past the device.

Macy McKechnie Mar 05 2021 08:18 PM
I think that speed humps would significantly slow down the speed of traffic in this area. I have been with my kids while they 
are riding bikes, and this section on the neighborhood has VERY fast drivers. I think that it would be especcialy prudent to 
install speed reducing measures since the pool, clubhouse, and playground are where children gravitate towards. In favor!

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 02:11 PM Thanks for sharing this information Macy! Your comments have been noted and will be considered as we move forward with 
the NTMP process.

Marianne Curtis Mar 06 2021 09:27 AM

No i do not want  speed humps installed in my neighborhood , and no i do no t  approve of the city wasting money   and 
 I   do not  wnt to see  the   city of centennial wasting money on such an item !   
   NO  NO   NO        
 I  am  appalled that  the city would do such a thing  without notifying epopel int he enighborhood, send us a  pamphlet   ,   
come door to door 
 let us decide what we  want in our neighborhood ! 

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 02:55 PM

Thank you for your feedback Marianne. One of the goals of the NTMP is for engineers to get input from the residents of the 
neighborhood and propose a traffic calming plan based on resident feedback. This is done through two virtual meetings (this 
is the first of the two) and an official ballot sent to affected residents. No traffic calming devices will be installed unless the 
majority of the affected residents approve the final plan.

Linda Prudhomme Mar 08 2021 04:50 PM

I am writing this here, hoping that Eric Pogue, City Engineer will read it.   The problem Marianne Curtis highlighted is that the 
neighborhood did not get a chance to decide.  Only 30 homes were considered to be "affected".  The rest will not get a vote. 


Danny Kellogg Mar 06 2021 02:59 PM

We are in favor of a speed hump and share the safety concerns others have expressed that results from cars traveling this 
street at high speeds. We believe this approach will help slow traffic down to a reasonable and safe speed. 

Living on the street for 3 years we have observed cars speeding down the hill and seen accidents result. We absolutely love 
this neighborhood and the people who live in it. If there is an action we can take to avoid on unimaginably tragic accident 
involving our kids, neighbors or anyone visiting the neighborhood, it is our responsibility to pursue it. 

The suggestions for slowing down traffic are the result of many fearful moments and concerning driving habits; not only from 
neighbors but from service and delivery vehicles traveling through the area. 

A speed hump would serve as a reminder to slow down, stay safe and enjoy life...a good reminder for us all! 

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 02:58 PM Thank you for your feedback Danny! Your comments have been noted and will be used as we move forward with the NTMP 
process.



Steve Pearce Mar 06 2021 05:13 PM

To everyone that has concerns, my name is Steve Pearce. My wife and I and our three kids live two doors down from the 
pool/clubhouse.

I am the one that submitted the request through the city of Centennial and have been working with the city on potential safety 
improvements. I'd like to share all of the facts.

In 2020, the city of Centennial received over 30 requests regarding neighborhood safety concerns. The city has a budget set 
aside that has to be used each year for neighborhood safety improvements. Out of the 30+ submissions they picked the four 
most critical projects. There were multiple speed tests done on E Geddes Dr and because of those results the request was 
granted and deemed a safety concern. I have brought up this concern several times to the HOA board via email and each 
time I was told that it was something that needed to go through the city. 

My family and I spent almost every day outside of our house from mid-March through September and the number of close 
calls we had and the number of speeding cars was alarming. That was the catalyst for submitting a request. The money is 
already there every year and needs to be used. The city selected the 30 houses that are within the speeding corridor as those 
that are most directly impacted. They sent out letters to those 30 houses with potential options for how to control the traffic. 

Now I certainly understand that this affects the entire neighborhood because it is a main street, but not everyone experiences 
the danger of the high speeds at which people drive. 

This is a forum for our neighborhood to rightfully voice their opinions and concerns for which the city will take into 
consideration as they move through the process. 

Thank you!

George Sullivan Mar 07 2021 05:37 AM

Steve, I am opposed to speed bumps/humps and my reasons are in a previous post. The problem I have with this whole 
process is that we, neighbors who do not live on E Geddes, do not get a vote on the process. It is crammed down our throats 
by a few. Many of us use E Geddes daily to access the neighborhood entrance at Colorado. We are affected and do not get a 
vote. I am an original homeowner (1972) and have yet to see a serious accident on Geddes. I am sure there have been a few 
fender benders but what street does not have them. 
Ask the City to provide periodic radar control by the police who would ticket those breaking the speed limit. You are 
suggesting penalizing many at the expense of a few.  
I am not opposed to the other suggestions made for controlling traffic (street narrowing, warning signs, etc). Where are the 
speed limit signs on the street? Exhaust other avenues before subjecting us to speed bumps.

George Sullivan Mar 07 2021 06:19 AM

Steve, I neglected to ask, since you said you would like to share all the facts:
Roughly how many cars passed by your house each day? 
How many of them were speeding? 
Did you have a speed gun so you could verify your observations?
Did you get any license plate numbers?
I grew up in a house on a through street. My parents did not let me play in the street.

margaret wilson Mar 07 2021 09:24 AM
I agree on the proposed need for speed hump(s) at the proposed area, as well as additional sections of geddes.  I do think 
the speed limit of 30 mph, should be reduced throughout the neighborhood.  Although, that doesn't always deter speeding, 
thus a need for a speed hump.  I do not approve of a median,  blinking light, speed indicator, or narrowing the road.  



Michelle Swanson Mar 07 2021 01:47 PM

I am in agreement with the speed hump on E Geddes Dr.  and that something needs to be done on E Geddes Ave from 
Colorado to E Geddes dr.  

I believe the only location in the neighborhood that the speed limit of 25 is posted is near the clubhouse and as you enter 
from Colorado on Geddes Ave it is posted as 30.  Personally, I drive 20 through the entire neighborhood.  

I have seen many people speed to the 3 way stop on Geddes ave and not stop.  Like Carrie I have also been almost hit a 
number of times by cars speeding around the corners as a pull out of my driveway.

People will speed, but anything to annoy them to slow down is welcome by me to the neighborhood.

John Jordan Mar 07 2021 03:18 PM leave as is

SARA SAWYER Mar 08 2021 09:13 AM

We moved into our home at 3387 E Geddes Dr in 1997. We have had a front row seat to the speeding and reckless driving 
on Geddes. Just backing out of our driveway is dangerous. We asked Arapahoe County to look at the issue when we first 
moved in - they set up radar and clocked a car at 69MPH coming down the hill - in our neighborhood, in front of our 
community clubhouse and park. I am so relieved to have some attention paid to this matter. 

Eric Pogue Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 03:05 PM Thanks for your comments Sara! We hope to present some traffic calming solutions to the neighborhood soon. 

Linda Prudhomme Mar 08 2021 04:36 PM

I don’t believe there is a significant problem and don't think any of the proposed solutions are appropriate.  If there is a 
speeding problem, the biggest deterrent to traffic violations is enforcement.  Speed-Radar with resulting citations should be 
considered.  

Short of that, the safety advantages should be weighed against disadvantages.  Considerations should include the entire 
neighborhood, not just the adjacent homes.  Potential disadvantages that should be investigated and evaluated include:

Problems with snow removal, 
Decreased drainage limitations potentially causing ice-dams,
Inadequate parking for community events such as the 4th of July celebration and swim meets,
Danger to low-profile vehicles, bicyclists and skateboarders,
Inconvenience to speed-abiding drivers.
Negative aesthetics (light pollution, excessive signage, and confusing, ugly mini-mediums).

If there is one thing that I think should absolutely be deleted from the plan, it is a medium or curb-extensions.  They’ll make 
snow plowing impossible. 

George Sullivan Mar 08 2021 04:55 PM This is very well put forth. Good for you Linda. 

Linda Prudhomme Mar 08 2021 04:37 PM

A major problem with this process is that it excluded most of the neighborhood.    Of the 399 homes in The Knolls only 30 
were considered “affected” and received the Letter to Residents asking for input.  Only those 30 homes will vote on the final 
plan.  Information was distributed by our HOA, to some additional homeowners, on March 4.  While the city’s letter was dated 
February 10.  You can see that all of the online comments were posted after March 4—most from homeowners not included 
in the initial mailing.  
We are all affected.  We are all taxpayers.  We all regularly drive through this section of the neighborhood.  Practical 
considerations such as snow removal and the experience driving over speed humps, affect everyone.  Financial 
considerations including safety and aesthetics affect everyone’s home values.  The money in the Centennial budget for our 
neighborhood also impacts everyone, both because of the aforementioned items and because, spending of budget could 
preclude safety improvements in other parts of the neighborhood.  The City should have given all homeowners the 
opportunity for input.

George Sullivan Mar 08 2021 04:54 PM Very well said. The vote of a few affects many.



Rolando Melgoza Centennial Traffic Engineer Mar 08 2021 05:23 PM

Thanks for the comment Linda. The NTMP process is very much a collaborative effort between residents and engineers. 
That's why our first step is this listening session. I want you to know we (Traffic Engineering Services) are very much following 
the conversation and it has been made very clear of the obvious divide in the neighborhood. Residents will be hearing from 
us very soon on next steps. 

Cierra Olmsted Mar 08 2021 10:06 PM
It is a high traffic area and we do need to do something. This street is the only one used by everyone who visits our club 
house. If the neighborhood would be willing, could you put in a roundabout where the island is, in front of our club house? 
This could slow people down while not narrowing our streets or adding flashing lights that would shine into people's homes. 
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